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Pregnanolone Sulfate Promotes Desensitization of Activated
NMDA Receptors
Cassandra L. Kussius, Navjot Kaur, and Gabriela K. Popescu
Department of Biochemistry, School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences, University at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14214

Neurosteroids are potent neuromodulators which act in part by binding to and modifying the activity of neurotransmitter-gated channels. Pregnanolone sulfate (PAS) is an endogenous neurosteroid that inhibits NMDA receptors and is neuroprotective in vivo. To
delineate the mechanism of NMDA receptor inhibition by pregnanolone sulfate we used kinetic analyses of equilibrium single-channel
currents recorded from individual GluN1/GluN2A receptors. Results show that PAS (0.1 mM) reduces single-channel open probability by
50% solely by increasing ⬃5-fold the mean time spent by receptors in closed conformations. From these data we derive a kinetic scheme
that summarizes the effects of PAS on single channel kinetics, accounts for the PAS effects on macroscopic responses and leads us to
propose that PAS inhibits NMDA receptor activity by shifting active receptors into desensitized conformations. These findings highlight
the neurosteroid inhibitory site on NMDA receptors as a valuable therapeutic target against excitotoxic pathologies including acute and
chronic neurodegeneration.

Introduction
NMDA receptors are glutamate-activated channels required for
normal brain function and development but are also major contributors to excitotoxic neurodegeneration (Waxman and Lynch,
2005; Paoletti and Neyton, 2007). They assemble as tetramers of
two GluN1 and two GluN2 subunits and in addition to binding
the coagonists glutamate and glycine, they also recognize a multiplicity of endogenous and pharmacologic modulators, including the physiological neurosteroid pregnanolone sulfate (Wu et
al., 1991).
Pregnanolone sulfate (PAS) is an endogenous metabolite of
progesterone that inhibits NMDA receptors in vitro and its more
soluble synthetic derivative pregnanolone hemisuccinate confers
in vivo neuroprotection in animal models of stroke (Park-Chung
et al., 1994; Weaver et al., 1997; Malayev et al., 2002; Lapchak,
2006). PAS inhibition of NMDA receptors is voltageindependent and noncompetitive with other known modulators
(Gibbs et al., 2006). Thus, the PAS-modulatory site on the
NMDA receptor may offer a valuable target to pharmacologically
attenuate NMDA receptor-mediated fluxes for therapeutic gain.
It was recently proposed that PAS is a use-dependent allosteric
inhibitor of GluN1/GluN2B receptors (Petrovic et al., 2005). To
identify the kinetic mechanism by which this effect occurs we
examined the activity of single NMDA receptors in the presence
of PAS. Single-channel currents recorded from NMDA receptors
display complex patterns of stochastic transitions among multiple receptor states, some of which are nonconducting (closed, C)
whereas others are highly permeable to cations (open, O). Kinetic
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analyses of these records have identified multiple distinct closed
and open kinetic components (Howe et al., 1988; Gibb and
Colquhoun, 1991, 1992; Howe et al., 1991; Stern et al., 1994).
Further, recent work has shown that within clusters of activity
NMDA receptors visit at least 3 closed and 2 open states (Banke
and Traynelis, 2003; Popescu and Auerbach, 2003; Auerbach and
Zhou, 2005; Schorge et al., 2005); and clusters are terminated by
receptor sojourns into either of two long closed states believed to
represent microscopic desensitization (Banke and Traynelis,
2003; Erreger et al., 2005; Dravid et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008).
Aside from multistate gating, the complexity of singlechannel NMDA receptor records is amplified by modal behavior.
Modal gating refers to low-probability transitions which result in
minutes-long periods with distinct and characteristic mean open
durations (MOT) (Popescu and Auerbach, 2003). So far, for
GluN1/GluN2A receptors, three gating modes have been characterized. Because within each mode, channels visit only 2 types of
openings, even when originating from only one receptor, open
distributions can have at least two (unimodal record) and up to
four open components (trimodal record).
Using detailed kinetic analyses and modeling of equilibrium
single-channel currents recorded from one-channel patches, we
found that PAS decreased the open probability of GluN1/
GluN2A channels by inducing activated receptors to accumulate
into desensitized conformations. This mechanism is consistent
with previously reported effects of PAS on macroscopic NMDA
receptor responses and provides further rationale for the exploration of neurosteroids as potential neuroprotective agents.

Materials and Methods
Chemicals and reagents
All reagents used for electrophysiology were reagent grade from Sigma.
Pregnanolone sulfate (3␣-hydroxy-5␤-pregnan-20-one sulfate; 3␣5␤S;
PAS) was from Steraloids.
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Cells and transfections

Single-channel current processing and analyses

HEK cells (ATCC CRL-1573) were a gift from Dr. A. Auerbach (University at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY). They were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% pen-strep mixture, at 37°C,
in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. They were passed when reaching 80 –90%
confluence and passages 22– 40 were used for transfections. Tissue culture reagents were purchased from Invitrogen. Plasmids encoding rat
NR1-1a (GluN1, U08261) and rat NR2A (GluN2A, M91561) were gifts
from Drs. R. J. Wenthold (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD)
and A. Auerbach, respectively. We subcloned open reading frames into
pcDNA3(⫹) under the control of the CMV promoter. Complete sequence of each insert was confirmed periodically by sequencing.
Calcium precipitate-mediated transfections were done by incubating
the cells for 2 h with mixtures consisting of (in mM): 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 0.75
Na2HPO4, 6 sucrose, 125 CaCl2, 25 HEPES/NaOH, pH 7.05, and 1 g of
cDNA (GluN1:GluN2A:GFP ⫽ 1:1:1) per 35 mm dish containing cells at
⬃50% density. After removing the precipitate, the cells were grown
24 – 48 h in growth medium supplemented with 2 mM Mg 2⫹ to prevent
NMDA receptor-mediated cell death.
Primary neuronal cultures were prepared from Sprague Dawley rat
embryos with minor modifications from previously described methods
(Misonou and Trimmer, 2005). Briefly, the frontal area of the cerebral
cortex was collected from E18 rat embryos, and cells were dissociated
using trypsin and gentle trituration through a Pasteur pipette. After removing tissue debris by filtration, isolated cells were plated in 35 mm
dishes coated with poly-L-lysine at a density of 1 ⫻ 10 6 cells/ml, in MEM
with 10% fetal bovine serum, and 10% horse serum. Within 24 h, the
medium was changed to Neurobasal medium with B27 supplement. After 5 d in culture, AraC was added to inhibit cell division. Medium was
changed every 5 d and cultures were assayed ⬃2 weeks later.
Before each experiment, cells were washed, covered with PBS and
placed on the stage of an inverted microscope. Individual cells were
selected visually, based on fluorescence intensity (transfected HEK cells)
or morphology (pyramidal cortical neurons) and were patched while still
attached to the dish.

Data selection and preprocessing. Each digital file was displayed on computer monitors with QUB software and inspected visually for simultaneous openings, signal-to-noise ratios, high-frequency artifacts and
baseline drift. In the conditions tested, due to low receptor desensitization rate constants (⬍10 s ⫺1) and high open probability within clusters
(Po, 0.5– 0.9), records consisted of long, almost solid clusters of activity
separated by zero-current periods lasting seconds (see Fig. 2). As a result,
records originating from patches containing two or more active channels
contained many superimposed clusters and were easily detected. These
files were not considered for further processing or analyses. Although
QUB can handle files with two or more active channels (provided these
have similar kinetics), such multichannel records, become computationally expensive for minutes-long records. Instead, we aimed to obtain
several high quality records with no apparent double openings for each
condition tested. From this set of records, only those which required
minimum processing were selected for kinetic analyses, mostly because it
proved to be more time-consuming to “clean” a noisy file than to record
a new one, particularly for the long files necessary for this study (average
was ⬃200,000 events/file).
Furthermore, to correct errors due to occasional high-frequency artifacts, short periods of low signal-to-noise ratios, or baseline drift, the
selected files were processed as follows. Brief (0.05– 0.15 ms) current
spikes were replaced with either closed- or open-level currents, matching
the level of adjacent events, with the “erase” function in QUB. Longer
(milliseconds to minutes) portions with low signal-to-noise ratios were
deleted and the remaining flanking traces were preserved as separate
segments within the processed file, to indicate discontinuity in the
record. Finally, baseline drifts were corrected by resetting the baseline to
zero-current levels, as necessary.
Modeling and kinetic analyses. Preprocessed data were idealized in
QUB with the SKM algorithm after filtering to 12 kHz with a Gaussian
digital filter and after imposing a conservative dead time (0.15 ms, 3 or 6
samples) across all files. Results from this analysis were tabulated (supplemental Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and reported as means ⫾ SEM for each condition. All subsequent
analyses of idealized records were done in QUB with the MIL algorithm
as described below.
First, we established the minimum number of states necessary to describe channel activity in each recorded file. This was done by adding
closed and then open states, one-at-a-time, to an initial two-state (1C1O)
model, while monitoring the associated increase in log likelihood values
(LL). A best fit was one for which the LL no longer increased ⬎10 LL units
per added state. Each of the files considered had between 4 ⫻ 10 5 and 6 ⫻
10 6 events and all were best fit by models having 5 closed and 3open states
(5C3O). Time constants and relative areas of individual kinetic components
were tabulated (supplemental Table 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material) and reported as means ⫾ SEM for each condition.
As described in Results, we chose to represent the three open states
with a single composite state, and used a simpler 5C1O scheme to estimate rate constants. Of the 5 closed states resolved only the three shorter
ones reside within clusters. For this reason, we and others have reasoned
that the longest two closed states represent desensitized states (Lester and
Jahr, 1992; Banke and Traynelis, 2003; Popescu and Auerbach, 2003;
Popescu et al., 2004; Erreger et al., 2005; Dravid et al., 2008; Zhang
et al., 2008). To establish the most likely position of desensitized states
(C4, C5) within the model, we fitted several 5C1O schemes to all data
globally within each condition (CTR, n ⫽ 7. 2 ⫻ 10 6 events; PAS, n ⫽ 7.
7 ⫻ 10 5 events) as shown in supplemental Methods, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material. Briefly, this analysis was initiated
with a linear 5C1O model and continued with models having increasingly branched structures. Best fits were decided based on a maximum LL
criterion and both data sets (CTR and PAS) were best described with the
model illustrated in Figure 4 A. This model has the principal desensitized
state C5 adjacent to the intracluster state C3, and the minor desensitized
state C4, adjacent to the intracluster state C2. Rate constants estimated with
this model for each file were tabulated (supplemental Table 3, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and reported as means ⫾ SEM
for each condition.

Electrophysiology
Macroscopic currents were recorded with the whole-cell patch-clamp
technique (Hamill et al., 1981). Glass electrodes were filled with (intracellular) solutions containing (in mM) 135 CsF, 33 CsOH, 2 MgCl2, 1
CaCl2, 10 HEPES, and 11 EGTA, adjusted to pH 7.4 (CsOH). After
reaching the whole-cell configuration, the voltage was clamped at ⫺70
mV and cells were superfused with (extracellular) solutions using a
lightly pressurized perfusion system that could exchange solutions
within 0.3– 0.5 s (BPS-8, ALA Scientific Instruments). Extracellular solutions contained (in mM) 150 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 0.1 glycine, 0.01
mM EDTA and 10 HEPBS buffer, adjusted to pH 8 (NaOH). Glutamate
(1 mM) or glutamate and PAS were added as indicated. When recording
from neurons, bicuculline (5 M) and CNQX (10 M) were added to
these extracellular solution. Macroscopic currents were amplified and
low-pass filtered at 2 kHz (Axopatch 200B; 4-pole Bessel), sampled at 5
kHz (Digidata, 1322A), and written into digital files with pClamp 8 acquisition software (Molecular Devices).
Dose–response curve (see Fig. 1) was obtained by fitting the logistic
equation to the means calculated from PAS-current levels normalized to
the steady-state current level immediately prior drug-application.
Steady-state single-channel currents were recorded with the cellattached patch-clamp technique (Hamill et al., 1981). The electrodes
were filled with (extracellular) solutions containing (in mM) 150 NaCl,
2.5 KCl, 1 EDTA, 10 HEPBS (N-(2-hydroxyethyl) piperazine-N⬘(4butanesulfonic acid)), 0.1 glycine, 1 glutamate and 0.1– 0.5% DMSO
(v/v) or 0.1 PAS (from DMSO stock), adjusted to pH 8 (NaOH). Inward
sodium currents were recorded after applying ⫹100 mV through the
recording pipette. Currents were amplified and low pass filtered at 10
kHz (Axopatch200B; 4-pole Bessel), sampled at 20 or 40 kHz (PCI-6229,
M Series card, National Instruments) and written onto computer hard
drives with QUB acquisition software (http://www.qub.buffalo.edu, Buffalo, NY).
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erodimers or as GluN1/GluN2A/GluN2B
triheteromers (Cull-Candy and Leszkiewicz, 2004). Each of these molecular assemblies has distinct kinetic and pharmacological profiles (Vicini et al., 1998). For
these reasons we studied HEK cells transiently transfected with GluN1 and
GluN2A subunits, in which the molecular
composition of each functional receptor is
well defined.
In this preparation, we observed that
whole-cell currents elicited by long applications of glutamate (1 mM, in the presence of 0.1 mM glycine) desensitized conFigure 1. Neurosteroid inhibition of steady-state glutamate-elicited NMDA receptor currents A, Whole-cell response recorded siderably and the equilibrium current was
from a HEK 293 cell expressing GluN1/GluN2A receptors. Bars indicate glutamate (1 mM) application (gray) and PAS (M) coap- further reduced, in a reversible manner, by
plications (black). B, Current levels measured after each PAS concentration were normalized to current levels immediately before intermittent coapplication of PAS
each application. Symbols represent means of normalized values per each cell. Line represents the fit of the logistic function to
(30 –300 M) (Fig. 1 A). These measuremeans of normalized responses for each concentration: 3 M (n ⫽ 7), 10 M (n ⫽ 3), 30 M (n ⫽ 4), 100 M (n ⫽ 7), and 300
ments confirmed earlier findings that PAS
M (n ⫽ 7); Hill coefficient was nH ⫽ 1.0 ⫾ 0.2.
inhibition of NMDA receptor responses
was fast, reversible and concentrationDifferences in kinetic parameters between CTR and PAS were evaludependent. Our calculated IC50 ⫽ 67 ⫾ 17 M was close to preated with two-tailed Student’s t tests assuming equal variance; were conviously reported values for recombinant GluN1/GluN2A recepsidered significant for p ⬍ 0.05; and were expressed as: % change ⫽
tors expressed in Xenopus oocytes and for GluN1/GluN2B
((PAS/CTR) ⫺ 1) ⫻100.
receptors expressed in HEK cells (Irwin et al., 1994; Park-Chung
et al., 1994; Malayev et al., 2002; Petrovic et al., 2005) (Fig. 1 B).
Simulations
Macroscopic responses were simulated with the models indicated as the
Because high concentrations of PAS inhibited almost completely
calculated time-dependent occupancies of open states and were exsteady-state activity (91.2 ⫾ 0.5% inhibition for 0.3 mM PAS, n ⫽
pressed as fractional open probabilities. Pulses of glutamate were applied
7) we chose to investigate the activity of GluN1/GluN2A recepto 200 channels (5.0 ⫾ 0.1 pA each) which at time 0 occupied the resting,
tors in the presence of 0.1 mM PAS, expecting ⬃60 –70% reducunbound state B1. The activation reaction was initiated with two identition in equilibrium single-channel activity (measured macrocal and independent glutamate-binding steps, using glutamate associascopic inhibition, 68 ⫾ 2%, n ⫽ 7).
tion and dissociation rate constants previously measured for this preparation: k⫹Glu ⫽ 1.7 ⫻ 10 7 M ⫺1 s ⫺1; k⫺Glu ⫽ 60 s ⫺1 (Popescu et al.,
2004). In the presence of PAS, receptors were allowed to access the lower
arm of the model, representing PAS-bound conformations, with rate
constants k⫹ ⫽ 10 5 s ⫺1and k⫺ ⫽ 100 s ⫺1. These values were estimated
based on previous reports on the kinetics of onset of and recovery from
PAS inhibition (Petrovic et al., 2005). However, increasing or decreasing
these rate constants up to two orders of magnitude had only minor effects
on the kinetics of the macroscopic response and were consistent with the
measured IC50.

Notations
Throughout this study we used the notations introduced by Shelley and
Magleby (2008): EC and EO represent the exponential components of the
closed and open interval distributions; E and aE represent their corresponding time constant and relative areas; Cn and On represent closed
and open states in the kinetic model; and state indices (n) increased with
the state’s distance from states of opposite conductance (Shelley and
Magleby, 2008).
NMDA receptor subunits were identified with the nomenclature recently recommended by UPHR (Collingridge et al., 2009).

Results
PAS reduces equilibrium NMDA receptor currents
To determine the mechanism by which neurosteroids inhibit
NMDA receptor responses, we compared the activity of individual receptor molecules in the presence and absence of the inhibitory neurosteroid PAS. In neural tissue, cells have specific complements of NMDA receptor subunits according to brain region,
cell type and developmental period. Although the principal cells
of the cortex and hippocampus express mainly GluN1, GluN2A
and GluN2B subunits, the precise molecular composition of native NMDA receptors remains uncertain because these subunits
can assemble as purely GluN1/GluN2A and GluN1/GluN2B het-

PAS lengthens NMDA receptor closures
To focus specifically on PAS-dependent effects we examined the
activity of individual GluN1/GluN2A receptors in the virtual absence of other extracellular modulatory influences: we used the
cell-attached patch-clamp technique to preserve a physiological
intracellular environment; we included 1 mM EDTA in the recording pipette to eliminate trace amounts of free Zn 2⫹, Mg 2⫹,
or Ca 2⫹; and we recorded at pH 8 to prevent receptor inhibition
by protons (McBain and Mayer, 1994). Equilibrium singlechannel currents were elicited by including saturating concentrations of glutamate (1 mM) and glycine (0.1 mM) in the recording
pipette along with 0.1– 0.5% DMSO for controls (CTR) or 0.1
mM PAS and 0.1% DMSO for the neurosteroid-treated data set
(PAS).
In these conditions, we obtained single-channel current
records from several patches that contained only one active receptor (Fig. 2). In all these records, channels were of uniform
conductance with no apparent sub- or supracurrent levels, as
expected for currents carried mainly by sodium ions, in the absence of blocking divalent cations. After idealization of each
trace, we evaluated single-channel current amplitudes and kinetic parameters for each record: equilibrium open probability
(eqPo), mean open time (MOT) and mean closed time (MCT)
(supplemental Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Based on these results, we concluded that 0.1
mM PAS had no significant effect on the observed single-channel
current amplitude (CTR, 8.2 ⫾ 0.4 pA, n ⫽ 7 vs PAS, 7.8 ⫾ 0.3
pA, n ⫽ 7, p ⬎ 0.48) but reduced drastically the equilibrium open
probability of GluN1/GluN2A channels from 0.66 ⫾ 0.10 (CTR)
to 0.33 ⫾ 0.06 (PAS), p ⬍ 0.001 (Table 1). This 50% reduction in
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significant changes only for the three longest closed timecomponents, EC3–5, which were 100 –200% longer.
In contrast with this substantial and specific effect on closures,
open-interval distributions for CTR and PAS data sets were virtually identical (Fig. 3C; supplemental Table 2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This was in agreement with the lack of effect of PAS on channel mean open time.
The consistent finding that each record exhibited three separate
open components, whereas the core gating mechanism of NMDA
receptor has been demonstrated to consist of only two such components, was indicative of modal gating and implied that NMDA
receptors retain the ability to switch between gating modes in the
presence of PAS. Further, because open distributions were indistinguishable in the two data sets, we concluded that PAS did not
change the kinetics of modal behavior (supplemental Table 1,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This
analysis established that PAS extends specifically the three longest
time components in the NMDA receptor closed-time distribution with no statistically significant effect on channel openings.
Next, we examined the PAS-induced changes in the NMDA receptor activation reaction.

Figure 2. Steady-state single-channel activity of recombinant GluN1/GluN2A receptors.
Currents were recorded from individual receptors isolated within a cell-attached membrane
patch of HEK 293 cells in A, control conditions (0.1% DMSO), and B, with 0.1 mM PAS included in
the recording pipette. In each panel, the five top traces illustrate 2.5 min of continuous receptor
activity (displayed as 30 s/trace, filtered at 0.2 kHz); openings are downward. In the absence of
calcium or other divalent cations (1 mM EDTA in the recording pipette), subconductance levels
are absent. Boxed currents (500 ms) are illustrated below as a single trace on an expanded time
scale, filtered at the analyzed bandwidth (12 kHz). Asterisks highlight sudden periods of high
open probability (high mode), which, in the traces illustrated, were just seconds long.

eqPo was due solely to a ⬃450% increase in the mean closed time
(CTR, 5.9 ⫾ 1.1 ms vs PAS, 32 ⫾ 12 ms, p ⬍ 0.05) as the mean
duration of channel openings was not changed significantly
(CTR, 12.1 ⫾ 0.7 ms vs PAS, 10.4 ⫾ 1.1 ms, p ⬎ 0.2). These
results confirm that PAS is an allosteric inhibitor and reveal that
it reduces the NMDA receptor currents exclusively by extending
channel closures.
PAS extends specifically the long closed-time components
To examine in further detail how PAS binding increases the mean
channel closed time we examined the durations and relative areas
of the individual components that make up the closed- and openinterval distributions. All records examined had distributions
composed of 5 closed and 3 open components suggesting that
PAS did not change the basic kinetic scheme of the NMDA receptor activation mechanism.
Consistent with the calculated increase in channel mean
closed time, PAS-treated channels had closed time distributions
that were shifted substantially toward longer durations, whereas
the relative areas of individual components were only minimally
affected (Fig. 3 A, B; supplemental Table 2, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Interestingly, rather
than a general increase in the length of all closures, PAS induced

PAS induces NMDA receptors to accumulate in a
desensitized state
To evaluate PAS effects on the NMDA receptor activation reaction we selected the simplest scheme that captured the behaviors
affected by PAS (Pugh and Andersen, 2008). Although NMDA
receptor gating schemes postulate the presence of two coupled
open states, based on our observation that PAS did not change the
mean open time, the distribution of open intervals, or modal
kinetics we reasoned that a simplified 5C1O model, in which all
openings are represented as a single aggregate open state, was
sufficient to describe the mechanism of PAS inhibition. This simplification was also warranted by previous analyses suggesting
that in each mode, the two open states are most probably vicinal
(Popescu and Auerbach, 2003; Auerbach and Zhou, 2005).
However, we should note that the low frequency of modal
transitions prevented us from establishing whether receptors
which gated in a particular mode were differentially inhibited by
PAS. If this were the case, the results obtained by fitting the 5C1O
model to entire single-channel current files would reflect a
weighted average of the PAS effects on the three possible modes.
Still, because the frequencies with which the three modes occurred in the two data sets were similar, such hypothetical differential sensitivity would not distort our conclusions regarding
PAS-induced changes in the activation reaction (supplemental
Table 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material).
Based on a log-likelihood criterion for the most probable
arrangement of closed states within the model, we used a reaction scheme that had the two longest-lived closed states
located off-pathway (Fig. 4 A; supplemental Fig. 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In the presence
of saturating concentrations of glutamate and glycine, all
NMDA receptor isoforms investigated so far produce clusters
of activity that are statistically well described with reaction
mechanisms composed of 3 closed and 2 open states (Banke
and Traynelis, 2003; Popescu and Auerbach, 2003; Popescu et
al., 2004; Auerbach and Zhou, 2005; Erreger et al., 2007;
Dravid et al., 2008). Recently, this core mechanism was extended to include desensitized states (D), which were defined
as high-affinity, long-lived (⬎10 ms), nonconductive states
which branch away from the main activation pathway (Dravid
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PAS increases macroscopic NMDA
receptor desensitization
eqPo
A major prediction of this proposed mechanism was that NMDA receptor currents
Control (n ⫽ 7)
319
20.4
8.2 ⫾ 0.4
0.66 ⫾ 0.10
5.9 ⫾ 1.1
12.1 ⫾ 0.7
would desensitize more deeply in the presPAS (n ⫽ 7)
251
6.9
7.8 ⫾ 0.3
0.33 ⫾ 0.06
32 ⫾ 12
10.4 ⫾ 1.1
p
p ⬎ 0.48
p ⬍ 0.001
p ⬍ 0.05
p ⬎ 0.2 ence of PAS. Because such an effect of PAS
on NMDA receptor responses has not
% change
⫺50%
⫹447%
been reported previously, we went on to
test this prediction by recording nonequilibrium macroscopic responses from HEK
293 cells expressing GluN1/GluN2A receptors during long (5 s) applications of
glutamate and glycine (CTR) or glutamate, glycine and 0.1 mM PAS (PAS) (Fig.
5A). To eliminate zinc-dependent effects
we included 0.01 mM EDTA in the extracellular solutions. Results showed that indeed, when evaluated as the ratio of the
steady-state current level to the peak current (Iss/Ipk), macroscopic desensitization
was 83% deeper in the presence of 0.1 mM
PAS, with the Iss/Ipk ratio decreasing from
0.48 ⫾ 0.07 (CTR) to 0.08 ⫾ 0.03 (PAS),
n ⫽ 3, p ⬍ 0.02 (supplemental Table 4,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Similar results were obtained in cultured rat cortical neurons suggesting that
PAS may inhibit responses from native receptors with the same mechanism. AlFigure 3. PAS lengthens three closed time components with no effect on open durations. A, Closed-interval distributions for
control (top, gray) with superimposed pdf for PAS (black line) and for PAS (bottom, black) with superimposed pdf for control though the neuronal preparation we used
(gray). Each distribution has five exponential components E1–E5 (thin lines). Results are for two records, portions of which are expresses most likely both GluN2A and
illustrated in Figure 1; analyzed events: 5.8 ⫻ 10 6 (CTR) and 2.0 ⫻ 10 6 (PAS). B, Cumulative results (mean ⫾ SEM) show that GluN2B subunits, the PAS effect on the
PAS treatment increases the durations of two separate closed time components, E3 and E5 (**p ⬍ 0.0004), and to a lesser macroscopic response was comparable to
degree, E4. CTR: n ⫽ 7, 2.7 ⫻ 10 7 events; PAS: n ⫽ 7, 8.5 ⫻ 10 6 events. C, Overlaid open-interval distributions for the records that measured for recombinant GluN1/
analyzed in A and illustrated in Figure 1: CTR, gray, and PAS-treated, black. Both distributions have three components of similar GluN2A receptors. The Iss/Ipk ratio was
durations and amplitudes (inset).
significantly and substantially reduced by
0.1 mM PAS, from 0.87 ⫾ 0.01 (CTR) to
0.21 ⫾ 0.02 (PAS), n ⫽ 3, p ⬍ 0.0001 (Fig.
et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). With this extended model, the
5A; supplemental Table 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supentire sequence of events in any single-channel record, clusplemental material). Based on these results we concluded that the
ters and gaps, can be described with models having a total of 5
kinetic model derived from single-channel currents of recombiclosed states (3 within clusters and 2 representing the gaps
nant receptors captured the mechanism of the PAS inhibition
in-between) (Fig. 4 A).
and may represent an adequate model for the effects of PAS on
To identify the PAS-sensitive rate constants we used this exnative receptors as well.
tended 5C2O gating scheme to estimate rate constants for the posKeeping in mind that our model was derived from receptors
tulated transitions separately for each record; the means for the seven
situated in intact membrane patches whereas macroscopic mearecords in each data set are illustrated above the arrow for the respecsurements are necessarily obtained after disrupting the integrity
tive transition (Fig. 4A; supplemental Table 3, available at www.
of the plasma membrane we expected quantitative differences
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). We found that the largest
between the predicted and measured waveforms. To evaluate the
statistically significant kinetic changes observed in the PAS data set
differences between the effects of PAS on receptors which reside
occurred for receptor transitions into and from state C3: the microin intact or punctured cells we turned to Monte Carlo
scopic desensitization transition (C33 C5) and the reverse reaction
simulations.
(C53 C3) were 50 –100% slower; the C33 C2 activating (toward
Open) transition was ⬃50% slower; and the reverse C23 C3 deactiPAS induces desensitization of activated receptors
vating (away from Open) transition was ⬃150% faster (Fig. 4B). In
It has been noted for more than a decade that in addition to the
terms of relative free-energy, the observed inhibition results from an
intrinsic desensitization of macroscopic responses which mirrors
increased stability of closed states located distal to the active conforthe increasing occupancy of long-lived closed states, additional
mations (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supresponse desensitization occurs after disruption of cellular integplemental material). At equilibrium, 0.1 mM PAS bends the energy
rity through calcium-dependent mechanisms (Rosenmund et al.,
profile of the NMDA receptor activation reaction causing ⬃150%
1995; Krupp et al., 2002; Rycroft and Gibb, 2004). This further
increase in the occupancy of the main desensitized state C5, mostly at
decrease in steady-state current levels reflects shorter mean open
the expense of open states occupancies (Fig. 4C).
durations and more frequent visits of microscopic desensitized
Table 1. Kinetic parameters of single GluN1/GluN2A receptor activity in cell-attached patches
Duration
(min)

Events
(⫻106)

Amplitude
(pA)

MCT
(ms)

MOT
(ms)
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states (Zhang et al., 2008). We accounted
for these expected changes accordingly, by
setting the microscopic desensitization
rate constant kC3-C5 and the apparent closing rate constant kO-C1 to values twofold
higher than those measured in our cellattached preparation (supplemental Fig.
2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Thus, kC3-C5 was increased in the CTR arm, from 7 s ⫺1 to 14
s ⫺1 and in the PAS arm, from 1.5 s ⫺1
to 3 s ⫺1; whereas kO-C1 was increased to
250 s ⫺1 in both tiers (Fig. 5B, underlined
values). We reasoned that these adjustments
should approximate channel behaviors in
preparations where the membrane integrity
was compromised, such as the whole-cell or
excised-patch preparations.
To simulate glutamate-elicited nonequilibrium responses, the steady-state
models were amended to include glutamate binding steps: k⫹ ⫽ 1.7 ⫻ 10 7 M ⫺1
s ⫺1; k⫺ ⫽ 60 s ⫺1, as described previously
(Popescu et al., 2004). Currents were calculated as time-dependent open state oc- Figure 4. PAS-bound receptors accumulate in a desensitized state. A, Kinetic schemes for NMDA receptor gating derived from
cupancies, after a square step into 1 mM steady-state single-channel current activity in cell-attached patches. All states represent receptors fully occupied with glutamate
glutamate, starting from 100% occupancy and glycine: C1–5, nonconductive states; Open represents the aggregate of three conductive states; arrows represent transitions
of the resting, unliganded state B1 (Fig. between states, and the means for the respective rate constants are given in s ⫺1; asterisks mark values that are statistically
5B). As expected, this procedure repro- different between the two conditions (*p ⬍ 0.05). B, Bar graph illustrates the magnitude of rate constant changes in the presence of 0.1
duced closely the main features of the mM PAS.Forclarity,openingrates(whitebars)arelabeledabovetheaxis,closingrates(graybars)arelabeledbelowtheaxis,andtheC2–C4
GluN1/GluN2A whole-cell response mea- transitionsareomitted.ThelargestchangesareobservedforratesenteringorleavingtheC3 closedstate(bold).C,Bargraphillustratesthat
sured in HEK cells (compare gray traces in PAS induces receptors to accumulate in a desensitized state (state C5) at the expense of open-state occupancies.
left panels of Fig. 5 A, C): the decay of the
repeated with rates representative for cell-attached receptors, as
macroscopic trace during agonist application, tauD, was 1.5 ⫾
illustrated in Figure 5B. Based on these results it is expected that
0.2 s for experimental currents and 1.7 s for simulated traces; the
PAS will have similar effects on NMDA receptor responses, whether
ratio of steady-state current level relative to peak level (Iss/Ipk) was
the receptors reside in intact or whole-cell preparations (Fig. 5C,
0.48 ⫾ 0.07 for experimental traces versus 0.51 for simulated
right; supplemental Table 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supresponses (supplemental Table 4, available at www.jneurosci.org
plemental material).
as supplemental material). Importantly, these simulations alLast, we wanted to determine how 0.1 mM PAS would influlowed us to predict the fraction of GluN1/GluN2A receptors conence
the response of synaptic NMDA receptors. It has been protributing to the peak current in the whole-cell preparation, pkPo
posed
that of the three gating modes described for recombinant
⫽ 0.73, a parameter difficult to measure directly. As expected this
receptors, synaptic receptors adopt most-likely the L-mode kivalue is higher than that estimated experimentally, due to the
netics, characterized by a shorter mean open time than measured
absence of divalent cations (1 mM EDTA) and low proton levels
in this study (Atasoy et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). For this
(pH 8), conditions expected to increase channel open
reason, to simulate synaptic responses we increased, in both arms
probabilities.
of the model, the closing rate constants kO-C1 to 333 s ⫺1 (suppleConsistent with previous reports of use-dependent inhibition,
mental
Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
appending glutamate binding steps to the model in Figure 4 A,
material).
These simulations suggested that 0.1 mM PAS would
which would simulate glutamate activation of PAS-equilibrated
reduce
only
minimally the peak of the NMDA receptor-mediated
receptors, did not reproduce the shape of the experimental reepsc but its effect on current relaxation would be highly depensponse. Instead, the macroscopic response in the presence of PAS
dent on the rate with which glutamate can dissociate from PASwas closely replicated with the tiered model illustrated in Figure
bound receptors (Fig. 5E).
5B, which represents PAS binding to glutamate-activated receptors. This result is in agreement with reports by the Vyklicky
Discussion
group showing that: PAS reduces NMDA receptor currents only
Neurosteroids are powerful modulators of neuronal excitability
when applied simultaneously with or subsequently to glutamate;
which are synthesized locally by nervous tissue from cholesterol
PAS decelerates glutamate dissociation; and NMDA responses
or from circulating steroids. Their endogenous levels fluctuate
recover from PAS inhibition with slow and complex kinetics
rapidly with behaviors (Remage-Healey et al., 2008) as well as
(Petrovic et al., 2005). The tiered model accounted for these exwith physiologic and pathologic states (Uzunova et al., 1998;
perimental findings and approximated the effects of PAS on the
Baulieu et al., 2001; Mellon and Griffin, 2002a; Roglio et al.,
kinetics of whole-cell responses. Thus we concluded that the
2008). Controlled local synthesis of neuroactive steroid metabotiered model captures the essential features of NMDA receptor
lites participates in neural development, cognitive processes and
inhibition by pregnanolone sulfate. These same simulations were
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Figure 5. PAS promotes desensitization of activated NMDA receptors. A, Whole-cell current traces recorded during 5 s application of agonists (gray) or agonists and 0.1 mM PAS (black) from HEK
293 cells expressing recombinant receptors (left) and from cultured rat cortical neurons (15 days in vitro; right). B, Tiered model used to simulate nonequilibrium NMDA receptor responses in
cell-attached patches; underlined rate constants (C33 C5 and O3 C1) were increased twofold (see Results) to simulate whole-cell responses. In this model, glutamate binds to PAS-free receptors
B1 and B2 with rates scaled by glutamate concentration, [G]; the upper tier (gray) represents activation of PAS-free receptors and the lower tier (black) represents the gating of PAS-bound receptors
in the presence of 0.1 mM PAS. In this model, PAS binds only to open receptors, with rates proportional to PAS concentration, [P] ⫽ 0.1 mM, and glutamate dissociates from PAS-bound receptors with
undetermined rate constants, kdiss. C, Simulated whole-cell (left) and cell-attached (right) nonequilibrium macroscopic responses elicited with agonists (gray) or agonists and 0.1 mM PAS (black).
D, Simulated whole-cell response during 25 s application of agonists (1 mM Glu, 0.1 mM Gly) and intermittent 3 s coapplications of PAS (0.1 mM). E, Postsynaptic NMDA receptor responses were
simulated with the model illustrated in B, where the closing rate constants, O3 C1, were adjusted to 333 s ⫺1 in both arms to represent low mode receptors believed to generate synaptic responses,
and the glutamate dissociation rate from PAS-bound receptors, kdiss, was varied. Simulations suggested that the peak amplitude of the response is insensitive to kdiss, whereas the relaxation kinetics
is faster in the presence of PAS with decay times of 320 s ⫺1 in the absence of PAS (CTR, gray) and 62, 100, 142, and 300 s ⫺1, respectively, when kdiss was set to 60, 30, 15, and 5 s ⫺1 (black lines).

mood control (Mellon and Griffin, 2002b; Mellon, 2007). The
concentrations of neurosteroids in vivo and whether these reach
pharmacological levels even locally remain controversial (Schumacher et al., 2008). However, due to their indisputable effects on
excitability and neurodegeneration, neurosteroids remain actively investigated as therapies for mood disorders, chronic pain
and neurodegenerative conditions (Stoffel-Wagner, 2003;
Charalampopoulos et al., 2006; Eser et al., 2006; MacKenzie et al.,
2007; Roglio et al., 2008; Schumacher et al., 2008).
In the present study, we examined the effects of pregnanolone
sulfate on the equilibrium single-channel activity of solitary
GluN1/GluN2A receptors isolated within cell-attached membrane patches. Currents were elicited with saturating levels of
glutamate and glycine and in the virtual absence of other allosteric modulators or blockers. In these conditions, 0.1 mM PAS reduced the open probability of NMDA receptors by selectively
increasing the mean duration of closures with no observable effect on the mean duration of openings or on the mean singlechannel current amplitude. These results were in quantitative
agreement with previously measured inhibitory effects of PAS on
NMDA receptor-mediated responses: PAS (0.1 mM) inhibited
whole-cell NMDA receptor currents by 60 –70% in native or recombinant preparations (Park-Chung et al., 1994; Park-Chung et
al., 1997; Yaghoubi et al., 1998; Petrovic et al., 2005; Stastna et al.,
2009) and decreased calcium fluxes by ⬃70% in rat hippocampal
and cortical neurons (Irwin et al., 1994; Shirakawa et al., 2002).

Consistent with these reports we observed a twofold reduction in
the equilibrium single-channel open probability of GluN1/
GluN2A receptors in the presence of 0.1 mM PAS.
Through more detailed analysis of interval durations, we
identified three separate closed time-components within the
closed-interval distribution which were selectively and substantially lengthened in the presence of PAS: c3, c4, and c5. In contrast, PAS had no observable effect on the distribution of open
time-components. Based on these results we conclude that PAS is
an allosteric NMDA receptor modulator that does not change the
basic structure of the NMDA receptor activation mechanism but
increases the time spent by receptors in long-lived agonist-bound
nonconductive conformations. These findings are completely
model-independent and argue strongly that PAS inhibits NMDA
receptor responses by increasing the lifetimes of microscopic desensitized states.
Unlike time-components whose durations and amplitudes
describe factually the distributions of measured interval durations, rate constants for transitions between states are estimated
by fitting user-defined kinetic models to the sequence of closed
and open intervals within single-channel records and thus, are
inextricably dependent not only on the number of closed and
open states postulated in the model but also on the arrangement
of states within the chain (Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1981). For
NMDA receptors, several kinetic models have been proposed
recently (Banke and Traynelis, 2003; Popescu and Auerbach,
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2003; Auerbach and Zhou, 2005; Schorge et al., 2005). For the
present study, we selected the simplest kinetic model that described with highest likelihood the totality of observed events
within each recorded file (Fig. 4 A). Fitting this model to the
entire sequence of events in each file was justified by our selection
of records originating from only one active channel and allowed
us to attribute mechanistic meaning to closed intervals which
reside outside clusters (Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1990). Based on
the rate constants estimated with this model we propose that PAS
reduced the measured single-channel open probability of NMDA
receptors by increasing the stabilities of closed states distal to
open states and thus causing receptors to accumulate in desensitized conformations.
Further, we were able to describe PAS-inhibition of nonstationary currents with the sequential model represented in Figure
5B.This model postulates that resting receptors have low affinity
for PAS such that on exposure to glutamate they transition with
“control” rates toward active conformations, which have increased affinity for PAS. After PAS binding, receptors drift slowly
into desensitized conformations, mostly at the expense of open
state occupancies. Importantly, the model predicts that the magnitude of the observed inhibitory effect will depend on the duration of glutamate application, being more prominent for equilibrium currents than for the initial peak response.
In this study we have identified the rate constants within the
reaction mechanism of NMDA receptors that are sensitive to PAS
binding and we have measured these rates in the presence of 0.1
mM PAS. However, it is important to emphasize that how steeply
sensitive these rates are to PAS concentrations remains to be
determined. Likewise, it will be important to measure PAS association and dissociation rate constants for glutamate-bound receptors and the glutamate dissociation rate constant from PASbound receptors. Our simulations suggested that the latter may
play a significant role in determining the effect of PAS on the
NMDA-receptor mediated synaptic response.
In summary, we show that PAS causes NMDA receptors to
reside for longer periods in nonconducting conformations. Based
on these observations and kinetic modeling of single-channel
data we propose that PAS decreases NMDA receptor-mediated
currents by binding to active receptors and subsequently siphoning these into silent, desensitized states. These new findings add
mechanistic insight into the potential use of pregnanolone derivatives as therapeutic agents, while at the same time stressing the
need for further characterization of the interactions between PAS
and NMDA receptors.
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